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An extension of the standard supersymmetric model, SU(2)L XU(1)& z XU(1)& L, motivated by
3

superstrings and baryon-number conservation is analyzed. A possible pattern of supersymmetry

breaking from E6 and the phenomenological implications for such a model are studied. In particu-
lar it is found that the neutral currents restrict Mz )240 GeV. Constraints on the g —2 factor of
the muon are also examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate theory of matter may well be described in
terms of superstrings. ' ' It is of interest to find models
which are compatible with such an ultimate theory and
which are susceptible to experimental test. It is assumed
that compactification from D =10 to d =4 dimensions in
superstring theories is on a Calabi-Yau manifold. Con-
siderable ambiguity remains in the choice of the particu-
lar manifold. Thus the "ultimate" low-energy group G
is obscured. It has been argued that G could
be SU(3)cXSU(2)1 XU(1)XU(1)XU(1) (Ref 6) or
SU(3)cXSU(2)LXSU(2)it XU(1) (Ref. 7). The model
presented here could represent a further breakdown of
either of the two groups to SU(3)c X SU(2)L
XU(1)I ~ XU(1)ii I . It appears also as a natural exten-

3

sion of the standard model when the additional con-
straint of baryon-number conservation is introduced.
This latter approach has the advantage that no fine-
tuning of parameters is required.

In this paper the model is approached from the stan-
dard model, as a natural extension, and although a possi-
ble symmetry-breaking mechanism from E6 is established,
no constraints on coupling constants other than the ones
dictated by the standard model are imposed. The model
is applied to an examination of neutral currents and of
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon g —2. It is
particularly important at this time to obtain good
theoretical predictions in both of these areas. Amaldi et
al. have just published a comprehensive analysis of data
pertaining to the weak neutral current. It is interesting
to note that while left-handed parameters el (u ), eL (d)
are in close agreement with the standard-model calcula-
tions (including radiative corrections), the right-handed
e~(u ), eii (d ) deviate from these predictions. Such devia-
tions are easily understood in the model presented here,
which includes a second Z boson (Z'). Indeed the devia-
tions might be taken to indicate a maximum value of the
Z mass of about 1 TeV. It should then be observable
with the projected new accelerators. The experimental
values also yield a lower limit of 240 GeV. The anoma-
lous magnetic moment of the muon and of the electron
are perhaps the most accurately measured quantities in
physics [with an uncertainty in the tenth significant figure

for (g —2},]. Supersymmetric models inevitably are used

to examine the muon anomaly. Although the experimen-
tal measurements are not quite as accurate as in the elec-
tron case (the uncertainty is in the eighth significant
figure}, the contributions of supersymmetry are consider-
ably larger. An improvement in the present level of accu-
racy in measurements by 1 order of magnitude will yield
results that may be compared with the type of theoretical
calculation results presented in this paper. This is pre-
cisely the kind of results anticipated in the new genera-
tion of g —2 experiments proposed at BNL and at Novo-
sibirsk.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the mod-
el is described in some detail. In Sec. III the application
of the model to neutral-current interactions is considered.
In Sec. IV the mixing matrices of the fermions and those
of the corresponding scalar partners are considered. In
Sec. V the calculations of (g —2)„are presented. Con-
clusions and prospects are presented in Sec. VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The standard SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) gauge model has
been remarkably successful in describing all of particle
physics. Certainly this theory must be included within
any description of matter. There are, however, certain
theoretical difficulties which indicate that the theory is
not complete. First, the theory is not stable against large
radiative corrections. A supersymmetric extension of the
theory is the natural correction of such difficulties. The
usual quadratic divergences coming from scalar Higgs
particles as shown in Fig. 1 are then canceled by fermion-
ic contributions indicated in Fig. 2. A further difficulty
still remains. A typical standard field theory has the
form

L =ASAP+) 4" (2.1}

where g is a fermion field and P is a boson field. Suppose
one sets A. =O. At the tree level, one must consider diver-
gent diagrams of the type indicated in Fig. 3. To cancel,
one requires a P term in the Lagrangian. In a similar
way, consider the full supersymmetric model of the elec-
troweak interaction. The most general superpotential has
the form
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FIG. l. Quadratic divergences coming from scalar Higgs
particles.

W =h „QH„U'+ h d QHd D '+ h, LHd E'

FIG. 3. Typical divergent diagram at the tree level in a fer-
mionic boson field theory without P interaction.

+p )H„Hd +p2H„L +fpq„Q„LqD„'

+h fp q]p.LpLqE, +X,E HdHd+k[p q]p. Upaqap

(2.2)

Moreover, in setting Mz&0, the symmetry is broken
down to SU(3)c XSU(2)L XU(1)I )t XU(1)~ L. The

most general corresponding super potential in the
effective theory is then

The last term violates baryon-number symmetry and cor-
responds to a rapid proton decay. The next to last four
terms violate lepton number. If the coefficients )M2, f~q„,
hi 1„, A, „and A,

( l„are set to zero, the terms cannot be
regenerated at the tree level. This situation unlike that
described in the standard field theory occurs due to the
nonrenormalization theorem of supersymmetric field
theory. Setting the coefficients to zero corresponds to the
"standard" supersymmetric model. Nevertheless, the
theory is unsatisfactory as there is no theoretical
justification for setting the coefBcients to zero.

It is important to establish a model, where no baryon-
number-violating terms leading to rapid proton decay or
lepton-number-violating terms inconsistent with current
experimental limits are allowed. Such a model can be de-
rived as the low-energy limit of Eg)&Eg superstring
theories. In the zero-slope limit these theories lead to an
anomaly-free 10-dimensi'onal Eg )& Eg super- Yang-Mills
theory coupled to supergravity. The six extra dimensions
can be compactified to a Calabi-Yau manifold with
SU(3) holonomy. This yields an N= 1 locally supersym-
metric four-dimensional grand unified theory based on
the Eg)&E6 gauge group. The E6 group in turn breaks
down at the compactification scale to one of its maximal
subgroups. Generally ' ' this is taken as SU(3)
XSU(2)XU(1)XU(1)XU(1). I.et us assume this group
is SU(3)cXSU(2)L XU(1)I ~ XU(1)~ I XU(I)~.

In the E6 model, there are five neutral fermions'
denoted by v, N„,N2, N3, N4. To give mass to N2 and
N3, a nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) is given
to the SO(10)-singlet field component of the 27 Higgs
field (denoted by M& ). N4 receives a mass from an addi-
tional singlet S. Consequently N2, N3, and N4 decouple
from the low-energy (E «M~) spectrum of the model.

FIG. 2. Quadratic divergences coming from fermionic
partners of the Higgs particles.

W =h„QH„U'+ hd QHd D'+ h, LHd E'

+h LH„N'+ pH„Hd . (2.3)

TABLE I. Matter and Higgs-boson assignments of supersym-
metric gauge model.

Superfield SU(2)L XU(&)q (~) XU(&)q

Matter

U,

D,

1

2

Pf c

H„

Hd

8'
8
V

1

2

1

2

Higgs boson
I

2

1

2

Gauge bosons

0

No baryon-number- or lepton-number-violating terms are
possible. Finally a nonzero vacuum expectation value is
given to the scalar superpartner of the right-handed neu-
trino ((H„),(Hd ) & (Na ) = Vz «M&). This breaks
the U(1)I )t XU(1)~ L down to U(1), the weak hyper-

3

charge group of the standard model. '

The resulting superpotential due to its origin in Eq.
(2.3) a priori cannot have any of the objectionable terms
found in Eq. (2.2).

The superfields for the three groups are as follows:

SU(2)L, (A, ))r, W, D) coupling constant g,
U(1)z it, (Aa, B,Ds) coupling constant g, ,
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U(1)~ I, (A„,, V, D, ) coupling constant g2 .

The corresponding assignments of the matter and Higgs
particles according to the above gauge groups are shown
in Table I. There, Q and L represent the left-handed
quarks, and leptons, U' and D' are the right-handed where

gauge matter y soft (2.4)

quarks, and E' and N' are the right-handed leptons. The
full Lagrangian is then

SU(2)L, Ls,„s,———,'f„„.f„„,'I,—y—„D„A,

U( 1 )I „, ——,
' f„„f„„,' k~ y—„—"r)„Xa,

U(1), ,'f„„f—„—,——,'X„y„B„A,

(2.5)

lg lg2 lg1 lg2

lg1 lg2 lg lg2Dy —8 — B + V D Ly 8 —— rW—+ V Lc P P 2 P 6 P c P P 2 P 2 P

—Hy a ——rW—lg
P P P 2 P

lg1 lg1 lg2B„H„E,y„B—& — B„— V„E,Q c P, P 2 P 2 P

T

lg lg1 lg1 lg2Hy„B—„— rW„+—B„H N, y„B—„+ B„— V„N, p„y„"r)„Q—„
*

2

3 ——v"W—lg
P 2 P

lg2
V„Q — B„+ B„+ V„U,

lg 1 lg

2
g1 g2 lg g2

B&+ V& D, — 8„— rW —+ V LP 2 P 2 P

2

2
lg2

V„E, — ()„+ jP
lg,

2

lg2

2 VP Nc

2
lg1

8„ H„8 — rW—lg
P 2 P

2

8„— rW„+ —B„Hd
l'g

P 2 P 2 P

3 2 &2 ' ' 3&2

. gl — — i g2 — — . g — — . g2+i —D A,~D —D A, yD +i —Lr'A L i —Lk, vL~2 3 &2 &2 &2

+i —H~r'A H +i —H AqH +i —E~AqE +i —E AYE

+i —Hdr A, Hd i —H —A,~Hd i N, A,~—N, +i —N A. ~N

+h„(Q C 'r2H„U, gQI C 'r2Hd U, +K,C 'r2QU, )+hd(u~d)
+h, (L C 'r2HdE, +L C 'r2HqE, +H dC 'r2LE, )

+ h „(both Hd ~H„and E, ~N, ) +pH„C 'r2Hd +H. c. ,

v= IF I'+-,' ID I'+v,.„,
(2.6)

(2.7)

IF I'=
I h. QU, +h.LNc+i Hd I + I hdQD, +h, LE, +pH. I'
+

I h„H„U, +hdH„D,
I

'+h„'
I Q r,H„

I

'+hd
I Q r,Hd

I

'

+
I h, H„E,+h.H„N, I'+h,'IL r2Hd

I
+" l«2Hu

I
(2.8)
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2
i iD i'=,'g'g g pter, g& +-,'g',

i

—
—,'U, U, + ,'D—,D, + ,'E—,E, —

—,'N, N, + ,'H-„H„—,'H—dHd
i

a A~

+„g', i, g'g ,—U,'V, iD,'D, I.—'I. +E',E, +N,'N, i',
where Q=Q, L, H„, or Hd and

Vgoft m 3ip(h„Q rzH„U, +hdQ rzHdD, +h L rzH„N, +h, L rzHdE, +pH„rzHd +H. c. )

+m&g Q+miL I.+m„U;U, +mDD;D, +m&N,*N, +m&E,*E, ,

and finally

Lspft Pl k„C 'A
tt) +m 'A~ C 'k~ +m "A, vC 1v +H. c.

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

The Lagrangian differs from the standard model only through the extra contributions of Z' the new gauge boson, and
the right-handed neutrino. It is important to notice that the extra down-type quark and the extra charged lepton natu-
rally appearing in a SU(2) XU(1)XU(1)-type model pick-up superheavy mass in breaking down from
SU(2) X U(1) && U(1) X U(1) and decouple from the low-energy spectrum.

III. NEUTRAL CURRENT

The first low-energy constraints this model is subjected to are neutral-current bounds. Extensive analyses already ex-
ist; the model presented here is subjected to the bounds merely to restrict the values of the new coupling constants and
the mass of the extra gauge boson Z'.

Corresponding to the original Lagrangian

L, ,„,=g W„J„+g,a„J„+g2V„J„',
described in detail in the preceding section, one obtains the effective Lagrangian

GF
L,fr

— (pJ——'„J„'+(g,/g) cos Owp(Mz/Mz') JqJq l
2

where g, =(g
& +g z )', p = [Mw/(Mzcos8w )] = 1, in the standard model:

GF =g /(4&2Mw),

and

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

J„' =(cos Hw J„—sin HwJ„), J„' =J„—(g&tan8w/gz ) (J„+J„) .

In the rest of this section the following notation is also used:

gb
——gzcos8w, g=(Mz/Mz ), and x =sin Ow .

From Eq. (2.4), the neutral current is then

(3.4)

(3.5)

1 —ys
—,'uy(1 —-', x )

1 —rs
u ——,'dy(1 —

—,
'x ) d+ —,'vy

1 —ys
2

—
—,'ey(1 —2x )

1 ys
2

2e ——xuy3

1+ys
2

u+ 3x dy
1+rs

d+xey
1+ys

2

ga
2

e 1
2

(1—x)( — —uy
g

2 2

1 —ys e' 1-
u —

2 6dy
gb

e'1
d+ ey

2 gb 2

1 —ys
2

e 1+
gb 2

1 —ys
2

e2
v ——,'u 1 —— y3 gb

1+ys
2

2 e 2

+-,'d 1 ——,y3 gb

1+ys
d

1+ys
2

2I— ev+ —e 1 —2 y2 2
gb

1+ys
2 (3.6)
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= ——,'( —,
' )uyy, u+ —,'( —,

' ——', x)uyu i —,'( —,')dy y,d —
—,'( —,

' ——', x )dy d —
—,'~y

2
v+ —'( —')e y y 5e ——'( —' —2x )e ye2 2 2 2

+ 2(1 —xg ————— uyu ——ga 1 1 1 e 1

g 2 2 2 g 2

1 5 e
0 yy5Q

2 6 gb2

+————
2 dyd+ ————

2 dyy d
2 2 2 gb 2 2 6 gb2

1 1 1e 1 1 1e
vyv — +

2 2 2 gb 2 2 2 gb

1 1 1 e
vyy5v+ ———— eye2 2 2 gb

1 1 3 e+ —
2

e yy5d2 2 2gb
(3.7)

The quark couplings are then defined by

ga
2

1 e 2

eL =—' —-'x+ (1—x )g2 3 2 2
gb

2 2
1 e

eL
————'+-'x+ (1 —x )g2 3 2

gb

ga 1 2 e
ez ———

—,'x+ (1—x )g
g

2 2 3 g

ga
2

1 1 e 2

ez ———,'x+ (1—x )g
g

2 2 3 g

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

The coefficients describing parity-violating interactions
are

I A'A= —+ g, 1 1 e

4 g2 2 2 gb
(3.20)

0&(g. /gb)'(&0 78 . .

From Eq. (3.9),

0 & (g, /gb ) g & 0.54 .

From Eqs. (3.10) and (3.22),

0.016 & (g, /g ) (& 0.44 .

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

L =p or ~. Following Amaldi et al., the experimental
values are displayed in Table II. Based on the values in
this table, the following constraints on g„gb, and g are
obtained.

From Eq. (3.8), we find

C,„—Cld/2=2 XgAgv g gAgv

C2g —C2d/2=2 g gvgA ggvgA

where

ga 1 1 egv= —( —,
' —2x )+ (1 —x )g

g
2 2 2 g

(3.13)

(3.14)

From Eqs. (3.11), and (3.22),

0.016 & (g, /g ) g & 0.55 .

From Eq. (3.14),

(g, /g)'g(1 —x)—(g, /gb)'xg(1 —x) &0.074 .

(3.24)

(3.25)

1 ga 1 3 e
gA = ——— (1—x )g

2 g
2 2 2 g

(3.15)
TABLE II. Values of the model-independent neutral-current

parameters compared with the standard-model predictions for
sin 61w=0. 23

gA= —+ (1—xC ———1 ga 1 5 e
g2 2 6 g2

(3.16)
Quantity

Experimental
value

Standard-model
prediction

1 ga
2

1 1 e 2

2 g
2 2 6g2

1 4 ga 1 1 egv= ———x — (1—x)g
2 3 g 2 2 g

gv= ——+—x+ (1—x)g
1 2 ga 1 1e
2 3 g 2 2 g

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

Finally the forward-backward asymmetry is given by

eL(u )

eL(d )

eR(u )

eR(d)

Rv
C,„

2u 2 2d

h„'„

0.339+0.017
—0.429+0.014
—0.172+0.014
—0.011+p pg7
—0.498+0.027
—0.044+0.036
—0.249+0.071

0.381+0.064
0.19+0.37

0.272+0.015
0.232+0.026

0.345
—0.427
—0.152

0.076
—0.503
—0.045
—0.191

0.340
—0.039

0.25
0.25
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Hence,

(g, /g ) (& 0. 14 .

From Eq. (3.15),

(g, /g ) g( 1 —x ) —3(g, /gb ) gx ( 1 —x ) & 0.064 .

Hence,

(3.26)

(3.27)

IV. MIXED STATES

In this section the various mixing matrices are listed.
The treatment is similar to that of Haber and Kane. ' "

For the sleptons soft supersymmetric breaking
occurs via the terms mLL L, md% Xc pBEE c Ec
and m, /2(h, L r,HdE„h„L ~2H„N, ). Writing m,
=h, (,Hd &, it follows that

(g, /g ) g & 0.21 .

From the above equations it follows that

g, &0.94g, g2 &0.94g,

g, &1.3g, gb &0.83g .

From Eq. (3.12), we find

0.30(g, /g )~(+0.20(g, /gb )'g & 0.02 .

From Eq. (3.13),

0.44(g, /g )'(+0.50(g, /gb )'g & 0. 14 .

Equations (3.31) and (3.32) imply

(g, /g ) g & 0. 16

(3.28)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

~, =e cos8, +E,sin8, ,

Vz
——e sin8, +E,cos8, ,

where

tan28, =2m, m3/2/(mL —mz ),2

M, =m, + —,
' [(mz +mE)

+[(mL —mz} +4m, m3/p]' 'I

Ni ——7 cos8, +X, sin8, ,

%2 ———v sin8, +x,cos8

where

tan28, =2m „m 3/p /( mL —mE ),

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4}

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

and

(g, /gb)'/&0. 68 .

Equation (3.20) yields

0.39(g, /g ) g —0.30(g, /gb ) g & 0. 12 for p

&0.027 for ~ .

Using Eq. (3.26) implies

(g, /gb ) g & 0.30 for p,

&0.21 for v .

From Eq. (3.25), it then follows that

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

M ~ ——m „+—,'[(mL+m~)
t

+(mL —m&+4m, m 3/2
)' ] . (4.8)

For the charged gauginos and Higgsinos, writing

&Hd&=u„(H„&=u, , 2X+A,

the term in the Lagrangian to consider has the form

l(g / 2)(uI ~a Hd +u2~w Hu }

+m'A, +A, pH „'C 'r2H—
& . (4.9)

From here on it will be assumed that v&
——v2

——v and
1M=0. Now write

x 0.074
1 —x (1—x) (g, /gb) g

Using Eqs. (3.26) and (3.28) yields

Mz. )240 GeV .

[(g. /g )'0l'"Mz .

(3.40)

lpga+ =( ik~+, H„), —j=1,2,
QJ

——( i A, , Hd ), j—=1,2 .

From Eq. (4.9), one can now write

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

In the preceding, it is assumed that the supersymmetric
corrections include the radiative corrections that the ex-
tra terms will generate. In first approximation, these ra-
diative corrections can be assumed to be additive. Note
that the accuracy in the measurement of eR(u ) in Table
II is about the same as that of ei (u ) and ei (d ).
Nonetheless, although eL(u) and eL(d) are in close
agreement with the standard-model calculations (which
includes radiative corrections), the experimental value of
the right-handed parameter eR (u ) deviates from the
standard-model value. If this deviation is taken seriously
then it is interesting to note that either of Eqs. (3.23) or
(3.24) and Eq. (3.30) together yield Mz. & 940 GeV.

where

m' +2m gr

mw
(4.13)

choose unitary matrices U, V such that

U*X V-'=M (4.14)

and

X,+ = V;J QJ+, X, = U;, Q/ (4.15)

where ML, is a diagonal matrix with non-negative entries.
The mass eigenstates are then
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M+ ———,'[m' +2m'+(m' +2mivm' )' ] . tan28„=2m„m 3/2(m& —
mU ),

m„=i„(H„),
and

d, =d cosOd+d, sin0d,

d2 ———d sin0d+d, cos0d,—( —g, AB+g2A, V)/(g, +g2)

X» (g2XB +gl kv )/(g 1 +g2 )

(4.16)

(4.17) where

For the neutral gauginos and Higgsinos, UI'„' g U~
' I3

breaks down to U'" since X, acquires a VEV,
(N, )=V„. Hence the following equations should be
considered:

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

Hence, the part of the Lagrangian to be considered is

igVA(Hd . H„)—/3/2 igV
—VX (V(Hd —V2H„)

+m'(I, ) C '/I, +m». A,»C 'A»+m» A,» A,». ,

(4.18)

tan28d 2m——dm3/2/(m{2 —mD ),2 2

md=a, (H, ) .

V. g —2OF THE MUON

(4.30)

(4.31)

where gv=g, g2/(gf+gz)' . In writing Eq. (4.18), it
was assumed that A, ~ is much heavier than A. , A, . One
can then, as usual, break down to the standard model:

L,it „=i(g +gv) VA (Hd H )/&2
ie

F(q )u o ~@Bu .
2m

(5.1)

The collection of additional graphs due to the present
model are displayed in Fig. 4. Consider the term calcu-
lated from the graphs of the form

+m'[(A, , )'C —
'A,, +(A,,)'C-'A, ,] .

The mass eigenstates are then

(4 19) Then the muon anomaly is defined by

a„=(g —2)„/2 =F(0) . (5.2)

X,= —i k,,cosP+ ( H d

H„)sing�—

/V2,

i X2 i i—,si pn——+ (H, d H„)cosp—/3/2,

where

cosp = [M2 /(M, +M2 ) ] '/

and

M, =(M +m' /4)' +m'/2 .

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

Since the anomalous magnetic moments are so accu-
rately measured, it is essentia1 for any major change in
particle theory that one must check that the addition of
new particles will not adversely affect the present theoret-
ical success. The present experimental value' from the
last CERN g —2 experiment is

If a singlet fermion g„ is included the other combination
(H d+H „)/&2 mixes with P„and both acquire a mass
m„=A, , otherwise (H d+H „) remains massless. For a
general expression for the neutralino masses see Ref.
15(b).

An explanation is needed for our choice of the g„mass
(p). Without including supergravity we do not have a
way of estimating masses. We choose p =0 for simplicity
of calculation, but also because we expect p, which is as-
sociated with the axion mass to be very small (the invisi-
ble axion). Note that even in supergravity p can be small

(p ~ 6 GeV in renormalization-group models). In general
this choice simplifies calculations but makes the photino
become massive and decouple from the neutralino mass
matrix. We do not consider this to be a serious problem
since not much is known about m . Note that even for
p&0 we will not have a significant contribution to g —2
from the singlet of mass p since we assume p to be small.

For the squarks the results will be similar to Eqs.
(4.1)—(4.8) inclusive. Thus

/
/

/
/g 2/

/

(b)

(e)

R

/
/

/
/

/
/

jI

iHu

k
Hd

/
/

/
I 2/

/
/

(c)

/
/

/
P12 /

/
/t

W P& 2

u, =u cos0„+U, sin0„,

u2 ———u sinO„/ U, cos0„,

(4.24)

(4.25)

Rj

(m)

where FICx. 4. One-loop diagrams contributing to (g —2)„.
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a„(expt) = 1 165 922(9)X 10 (5.3)

where the number in parentheses represents the error in

the last significant figure. The Weinberg-Salarn
standard-model contribution is'

a&(WS) =1.95(1)X 10 (5.4)

Contributions from supersymmetry should be of the same
order of magnitude as the standard-model contribu-
tions. ' Thus this should be detectable by the new gen-
eration of (g —2)„experiments proposed at BNL and No-

vosibirsk.

The graph in Fig. 4(d) was first considered by Fayet. '

In addition, the graphs in Figs. 4(a) and 4(e) are con-
sidered by Ellis, Hagelin, and Nanopoulos and by Gri-
fols and Mendez. ' Additionally, the graph in Fig. 4(f) is
considered by Barbieri and Maiani. Finally Kosower,
Krauss, and Sakai also considered the graphs in Figs.
4(b) and 4(c). Figure 4(g) is the QED and standard-model
contributions. Figure 4(h) can be neglected since it in-

volves the neutrino mass and the free parameter p which
can be assumed to be small. The new contributions of
this model are given by Figs. 4(i), 4(j), 4(k), 4(1), and 4(m).
The results are as follows.

From Figs. 4(a) and 4(i),

where

2

z Icos/ cos(()+[cos ag'(x«)+sin ag'(xz, )]+sing sin(()+[cos a+'(x, z)+sin ag'(xzz)]),
96m

(5.5)

mF'(xk ) =
m ~

1 —5xk —2xk2

(1—xl, )

2 m6xk K

4 lnxkm xkm =
(1—x„) m~

(5.6)

From Figs. 4(b), 4(c), 4(j), and 4(k),

h„
a„'"' ' '= — Isin+(t cos(()[cos ag(x, z)+sin ag(xzz)]+sin(() cosP+[cos ag(x„)+sin ag(x&, )]], (5.7)

where

mx

From Fig. 4(e),

3xkm 2xkm

2 , 1nxkm, xkm ——

(1—xk ) (1—xl, ) mx
Ill

(5.8)

2

a„' '= — Icos P[cos a„G'(x&&)+sin a„G'(xz&)]
2477 cos Og

+sin P[cos a&G'(x~&)+sin a&G'(xzz)]( —,
' —sin 8a +2 sin 8a )I,

where

(5.9)

G'(xk ) =
T

2 +Sxk~ xkm 3xkm
2 3 + 4 lnxkm

m - 2(1 —xi, ) (1—xk )

m

Xkm =
mx

(5.10)

From Fig. 4(f),

a„' ' '=+ sin2PI(cos a„cos28~+sin a„2sin 8~)[G(x»)+G(x,z)]
327T cosO~

+(sin a„cos28~+cos a„2sin 8~)[G(xz, )+G(xzz)]],
where

(5.1 1)

G(xl, ) = m-
m

& +xk~ 2xkm
+ 3 lnxkm xkm =

(1—xk ) (1—xk ) 2
m+

m

(5.12)

From Fig. 4(1),

2 2

[Z] S&+f2
P 48 2

'4

tan 8z [cos a„G'(x, )+sin a„G'(xz )]+ 2tan 0~ —1

X [sin a„G'(x, )+cos a„G'(xz)], (5.13)
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where

2+ 5%k —Xk 3Xk
2

G'(xk )= + 4 1IlXk
m z 2(1 —xk) (1—xk)

From Fig. 4(d),

(~) a 1 1
a +

12m m2 m'
P2

From Fig. 4(g),

m

Xk =
2mz

(5.14}

(5.15)

2 2

a„' '= ( —1 —2sin 8a, +4sin 8a ) .
48/cos 8w mz

From Fig. 4(m),

(5.16)

2 2 2(z') g 1 +g2 m

48~2 m'
Z

4

tan 8 +
gl gl

'2

tan 8~ —1 (5.17)

Adding these contributions we obtain the following.
The total F-ino-charged-Higgsino contribution is

5 ma„= + —,
' Icosg+cosP [cos ag(x» )F(x» )+F(xz, )sin a„]m'

+sing+sing [cos ag(x, z)+F(xzz)sin a„]I

——', Ising+cosP [cos ag(x, z)+sin ag(xzz)]+sing cosP+[cos ag(x»)+sin ag(xz, )])

Note that this contribution becomes zero in the exact supersymmetric limit. This contribution is what is expected in
the ordinary SU(2}XU(1) SUSY. The restrictions of the masses of m and m~ are the same as in Ref. 22.

Similarly the Z-ino-neutral-Higgsino contribution is

2 2
gzzH= g

( —1 —2sin 8a, +4sin 8s )
48m zcosz8~ mzz

—2[cos P[cos a„G(x&&)+sin a„G(xz&)]

+sin P[cos a„G(x,z)+sin a„G(xzz)]I( —,
' —sin 8a +2sin 8a )

+ —',sin2P(cos a„cos 8~+sin a„2 sin 8a )

X [[G(x„}+G(x,z)]+(sin a„cos 8~+cos a„2sin 8~)[G(xz, )+G(xzz)]j

This is again the standard supersymmetric SUSY contribution and it is negligible ( —10 '
) for all mz, mH, m, ) 20

GeV. Note that these contributions appear to be the same order of magnitude as the usual Weinberg-Salam contribu-
tions ( —10 ) but have the opposite sign. The only new contribution is the one from the Z'Z' graph:

2a„= g" [cos a„G(x&)+sin a„G(xz)]+(2g" —l)[sin a„G(x&)+cos a„G(xz}]
48m

2

+ —,'g" (1—2g" )[G(x, )+G(xz)]+ (g" +g" —1)
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where g"=(g /g, )tan(l~. We have studied this contribu-
tion for Mz =25o GeV in two extreme cases cosa„= 1

(one smuon dominating) and

l
cosa = —(m =m ) .v'2

In both cases the contribution a„ is very small, less
than 10 for m =20—200 GeV, Viz 20 200 GeV.
This is due in part to the smallness of m /mz, but most-

LM z
ly to cancellations that occur between the Z ' and the Z'
parts, cancellations that become exact in the unbroken-
supersymmetry limit. It is expected that because of the
nature of the cancellations, the smallness of a„ is a
feature common to all SU(2) XU( 1 ) supersymmetric
models.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

This paper presents an extension of the standard super-
symmetric model. It has a few attractive features: it can
be obtained from breaking down E6. In addition, it pro-
vides a satisfactory solution to the two problems that
plague superstring phenomenology: baryon-number con-

servation and smallness of neutrino mass. ' The model is
presented in some detail and then subjected to some
rigorous constraints of the low-energy phenomenology:
neutral currents bounds and the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the muon.

While the former imposes the bound Mz )240 GeV
(and possibly, the more speculative one Mz ( 1 TeV) the
latter presents no restrictions on the parameters of the
model.

Further work on the restrictions imposed on the model
is in progress, as well as investigations about the interest-
ing signatures of this type of model in e+e and pp.
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